Under wrap

Dr Katie Vermont had graduated from coledge a few years ago she was only 23 she was a mechanical and electrical genius that had eneded up working for med tec. She was the lead enginear on the early stages of quite a promising project. She liked to work alone and all other elements of the project had been constructed outside her lab and delivered. The software was from APPI the adhesive tape had been developed by a chemist working for sunny views industries. she had personaly constructed the prototype unit from all these elements her baby was the machine body she had designed it built many of the components and had assembled everything apart from sealed black box components. Dr Vermont had also designed most of it and build the Spider robot orderly.  

The machine was designed to take the most dangerous aspects out of running an asylum or dealing with the capture and incapacitation of violent persons. It was programmed to subdue the most violent patients without risk to them or staff or the general public. Dr Vermont had just finished the last programming exercise uploading some code she had modified into the prototype. She would soon be ready to test it where she would bring in a device similar to a crash test dummy and let the robot lose on it. The machine was set to its harshest level to completely test it to make sure at its maximum it would not acidentaly indjure someone. The test dummy had a large aray of sensors and would be able to deliver information before they whent to testing on something else potentially an animal about the size of a human before the long off trials of human testing Dr Vermont had not even thought that far ahead.

She was inside the testing area it was a mocked up padded room the interior recycled for part of an old asylum but with several high security cammera‘s to one in each corner behind a protective dome. She was to soon find out that It had been a foolish idea to wear heels on that particular day. She had a party to go to and she wanted to get used to wearing them so she had them on. A very bad idear on the padded flooring it took her just one tiny slip and she accidentally stood on her remote control which she usualy used from the next room to activate the unit. Katie heard the  crunch, and immediately knew that something was wrong how wrong she was soon to find out. She was in a large room alone, with a prototype that had never been tested on a human before she had just spent the last six hours striping out or suppressing what she considered to be unnecessary safety protocals. There was a single door to the room, it was designed to lock shut so that no one could acidentlay walk in on the active robot during a test when the robot woke up the door shut.. The floors and walls were all covered in a white sound proof padding; she could feel it underneath her, as her ass and back sank into it as she lent against a wall. It was recycled from an old padded cell where they put extreme mental patients in she could almost feel there panic. 

The spider robot began its warm up sequence clicking and creaking in about thirty seconds it would be completely awake its only instruction to mercilessly imobilise anything in the same sell as it in the strictest way possible Dr Vermont could feel herself breathing heavily her device had no external shut of no ovious week spots the eyes or lenses were protected by a good solid bit of bulet proof glass the robot itself had Kevlar panels that would meen even if she had a good handgun and the opportunity she would not be able to stop her creation. 

Katie began to serch through her clothing she wore a dishevelled lab coat with dozens of pockets cramed with bits and pieces over a tight charcoal silk blouse and grey wool skirt. she had a nice pair of sheen stockings three and a half inch heels on. She idely wondered if there was anywhere she could stick the heel of a shoe in to imobilise the unit but she couldant think of one. Her huge breasts strained against the tight fabric of her top she was panting she had a few seconds to work something she was starting to panic. 

Katie could hear the unit turning ion on beep she looked around the cell  two beeps the realised that she had a second remote an old one with partial functionality in her lab coat in desperation she started to hunt through her pockets spilling pens note books and tools about the floor .

Three beeps and the robot activated Katie backed away across the padding. The robot was stored as a ball three feet across it unwound in about two seconds and surveyed its environment locking onto Katie. The Spider robot was a terrible sight to behold four hundred and eighty pounds of precision made steel and plastic. it was jet black in colour. it had eight legs that were articulated into four segments they ended in a hand which normally had four fingers that acted as either a foot folded up or a climbing hand unfolded where it could use suction of micro grabs to climb. or a manipulator the middle two fingers split in two to give the robot the effect of four fingers and two thumbs it was very dexterous, in each hand was a built in tape dispenser and a heater that when aplied to the tape would speed up its tightening.  

The robotss head was a featureless delta shaped plate with visual sensors hidden behind thick reinforced glass. it had two modes one for rapid movement where it had eight legs down and one for patient handling where it stood on two legs at eight feet tall. there was an abdomen trailing behind that contained the power supply the brain and the auto fabricator to manufacture anything that was needed to keep a patient in line

Katie tried to get up to reach into her pocket the tips of her fingers tuched the remote she sighed in relief. the spider robot moved in a blur. Katie foundheself unable to track the movement. It was to her right she tried to turn around it grabed her lab coat and spun her suddenly her hands were pulled behind her they whent numb and she could feel the sensation of heat then she found herself skidding back across the floor. She looked around the room the spider ordaly had retreated up somewhere in the ceiling. She could see her lab coat torn in two the remote was free from the pocket slowly she started to edge towards the remote. She had designed the robot to remove every stitch of clothing from a patient to make sure they had no contraband it was still deciding how to treat her, she was breathing heavily her breasts balloon outwards heaving against the fabric  of her blouse. She brought her hands up to see what the strange sensation was and was horrified to see that each hand had been forced into a tight, immobile fist, she hadn’t precisely programmed the spider robot to do that it was learning she had been trying to get something so the robot had decided it was best to stop her from getting at it. The tape from the wrists down was thick and stiff, not allowing any movement in her clenched fingers the robot had applied a fair bit of heat the tape was fusign together and shrinking makign removal very dificult. The spider robot clung to the ceiling planning its next move

She got to the remote but how was she going to hit the off button. She snarled at her creation "What the fuck your adaptive algorithms are not meant to be on yet but I shut down the safetys didn’t i?" She said aloud. She brought her fists to her face and stared at them, trying to figure out what to do. She could feel her fingers, straining to open up, but the material they were  wraped in was too strong, and easily held them closed. She pulled herself up, to try to stand up, out of the corner of her eye she saw movement. Before she could react She was knocked back down by the mechanical blur she heard a wriping noise something was clamped around her waist then more heat and the unit retereated. she managed to sit up. Her top had been torn up showing her silky bra, her skirt was shredded beside her. She looked down at her mid section and could clearly see that there was a wide wrap of tape tightly cinched around her waist she could feel it reacting to the heat. Again out of the corner of her eyes she saw something moving high up in the ceiling. The remote was still visible just by her foot.

Katie had one brief hope if she could hit the off switch with the heel of her shoe it would be over. She tentatively reached out her foot but litteraly within an inch of hitting the button the robot was on her she was pulled back. Katie was very worried now she had designed the spider robot to make patients less likely to cause a mess after they were searched. She was thrown to the floor with an impact after a few seconds of struggling she was rolled onto her front. Robotic hands held her buttocks apart there was a large squirt of lubricant then There was a very painful sensation Katie screamed in indignation as something was forced into her bottom and her bladder then there was mote tape and heat. the spider robot retreated to the ceiling. Katie found her bra and panties shredded her high heels gone. From the middle of the waist clincher was a second wide strip of tape that ran straight down her flat belly, directly over her sex holding a plug and a catheter in place to tubes ran down between her legs, the tape ran between her ass cheeks, to connect to the clincher wrap again at the small of her back. The arrangement was holding something inside her ass, the item was gigantic. Every time she moved it pressed shifted ominously inside her. She had never had anything shoved up her ass before, and whatever was in there, it felt like it was going to split her in two someone else had designed that part of the spider robot and she wasn’t sure what it could do, her only instruction had been to make it as sadistic as possible something she now regretted. Her useless tape covered hand tried to rub at the belt around her waist. 

Without her fingers she could do nothing about it Very carefully, with as little movement as possible, she got to her  feet. The soft surface the room was difficult to walk in. Gingerly she walked over to the door, and tested thedoor it was almost as if the robot was playing with her. She was not surprised to find that it was securely locked. Frustrated she tried pounding her wrapped fists on the door, but the padding deadened the sound to almost nothing plus only she worked in this part of the building.

A thought accured to her there was an overide code in an earlier model had she left that in the programin. "spider robot emergency shut off 1234?" She cried out. She could hear the sound of panic seeping into her voice, and it sounded like she was about to cry. "shut off code 1234!" She cried out even louder. There was no response at all.. She pounded the door ineffectually several more times, . Realised something She reached up and touched her head and realized that something like a bathing cap had been secured over her short hair she was not sure when that had happened. She stopped with shock at herself, tears coming to her eyes. 
. 
A cheerful voice came from the ceiling "shut off invalid command proceedign with primary function. Optimum binding program calculated, you will be properly restrained please do not resist.  Please note a tight application of multiple rolls of heat activated tape punitive discipline level 10 to be administered." Katie backed up and pressed her back against the wall. "Please, overide code 1234 shut down run diagnostic just leave me alone I built you." She said with a tremor in her voice. Katie was finally coming to terms with what was happening to her the irony was thick. 

From the ceiling something dropped to the floor Katie looked at it a dark red rubber ball, that dwarfed a tennis ball. It had several evil looking black straps coming from it. The unit would fuse the straps together rather than buckeling them far more secure " No override code will work not diagnostic is required you will be gagged for your owen comfort and safety, do not resist there is nothing you can do about it."

Katie slowly moved towards the door. The spider robot was so fast it landed next to Katie, grabbing Katie’s right arm with two manipulators, at the elbow and wrist. The spider robot then pulled the arm hard behind katies body until her wrist was pulled behind Katie’s neck. The robot Used Katie’s own arm as leverage to push her down, the spider robot locked two mechanical legs around Katie’s slender waist. Katie lost her balance and fell to the ground. With her right arm locked behind her neck, she could not break her fall, and fell with a gasp of expelled air onto her stomach. Mechanical legs locked securely around Katie’s waist and already flexing amazingly powerful hydrolic muscles. Katie could not fight back at all, her left arm was soon similarly wrapped around behind her neck on the other side of her body, her arms were being used to totally imobilize her.

Katie struggled for a moment, her feet were folded back onto her ass, crossed at the ankles, left one over the right. The spider robot got a firm grip on Katie’s ankles. The machine pulled up hard on the her ankles, forcing her legs to smash into her ass. She could not pull her legs free, she was effectively held completely still. The robot pulled Katie’s arms from behind her neck, down to her sides, robotic legs pined Katie’s arms to her sides. The Spider robot then had at least four hands free, while Katie was completely helpless. The robot reached around Kate’s forehead, and pulled her head straight back. So now Katie was lying on her stomach, her legs folded up with her heels on her ass, her arms held to her sides, and her head being pulled straight back towards her legs.

"Stop, please stop." Katie cried out through gritted teath. She made another hopeless attempt to kick her legs free, but she just could not move them from the iron grip .The spider robot held the gag with one manipulator right in front of Katie’s firmly closed mouth.

"Open up now this is for your own good" The machine commanded. The machine ratcheted back on Katie’s neck a bit more, pulled tightly on her pinned legs. And began to twist her clamped wrists. The ball was pressed up against Katie’s mouth and more and more pressure was being put on her head, neck, arms, back and legs. She could not take the pain any longer, and her mouth opened up just a bit. The ball immediately pressed into the open space, and jammed her teeth farther apart. Kate groaned, and bucked even harder, but the ball kept sliding into her unwilling mouth and there was nothing she could do about it she had designed every part of this process it was truly horrible to be on the receving end.

It seemed to go on and on how far could her unwilling jaw stretch surely she would choke but there was nothing she could do about it. Finally her jaws were forced open just wide enough to let the ball finally slide into her poor aching mouth. She screamed in anguish as this happened, her struggling growing even more frenzied but there was nothing that worked, the ball held her scream to a muffled mew even if she could thing ok a code that worked she had no way to deliver it.

As soon as the ball was wedged firmly in her mouth, the Machine began to quickly pull the straps around Katie’s head, fusing one strap tightly behind her head, sealing the ball inside. Other straps ran off this, from the corners of her mouth, over her head, and also fused together behind her head. Another strap ran under her jaw, and over the top of her head. After first attaching all these straps, the machine carefully went back over them, taking up any potential slack, and cutting the straps shorter then re fusing the ends, tightening the whole arrangement as far as it could go. The giant ball was now perfectly sealed in Katie’s large mouth, filling all possible space with glistening rubber. 

The spider robot started wrapping Katie with two inch wide jet-black tape. The Machine grabbed Katie’s left arm by the elbow, and expertly applied a couple of wraps, right at the joint. The machine grabbed Katie’s right elbow, and after a fraction of a second looped a couple of lengths of tape around it, fusing the left elbow to the right. 

Katie’s shoulders were screaming in agony from being pulled back so unnaturally, the machine’s grip around her head and massive ball in her mouth were making it impossible to breath properly. She groaned in humiliation, pain and anger over being so easily overpowered though she had a sense of pride at how effective her machine was. Her attacker didn’t seem to care about any of this with multiple wraps around Katie’s bound elbows. The spider robot lifted her bound arms off her back a little, and began to tightly mummify them. The machine wraped the tape perfectly lineing up halfway up the previous wrap. Every single wrap of tape was pulled with as much tension as possible without breaking it, and as the wraps laid down on each other, the elastic nature of the  tape contracted brutally on Katie’s arms. In seconds the robot wrapped downwards from the elbows to Katie’s hands. 

Then over the fists, further crushing them in a tight embrace, then back up the arms again, doubling up the cocoon that her forearm, wrists, hands and elbows were already in. then there was heat causing the applied tape to fuse and shrink. Then the robot worked more tape up the biceps until the shoulder socket, and finally back down to the elbows again. It was incredibly tight, and contracting all up and down the length all the time. Katie moaned, but was helpless to stop the bondage from happening. Finally the Machine cut off the tape from the roll, just as a final sixth wrap over the elbows finished. Katie could already feel the heat applied to the tape wraped around her body reacting with the tape slowly the layers would fuse together and shrink makign it escape proof.

Katie looked off to the side of the room, feeling drool from her mouth seep past the edges of the ball-gag, and drip onto the floor. Her arms were completely useless to her now, and she knew it. There was not a millimetre of give or slack all the way from top to bottom. All the while she could feel the tape straining to pull her arms impossibly even closer together. 

After a second of fighting, the robot was able to force Katie’s right heel snug against her ass, and a few turns of tape, her leg was bound that way for good. It took even less effort for the other leg to be so trapped, and in a few seconds, Katie found herself totally trapped. Thighs wrapped to ankles, arms forced together behind her back, and massive rubber ball crammed in her aching, drooling mouth, less than three minutes ago she had been a free woman. Aditonaly the plug and cathater ment that the robot could keep herl like this a long time.

It took less than a minute for the next series of wrappings to happen. First the robot wrapped each leg from ankle and thigh to the tip of the knee, and then did it again. Finally the robot forced the now mummified legs together and wrapped them into a single unit, increasing the incredible tightness of the tape even more. The robot continued the cocooning all the way up to the middle of Katie’s slender waist, every turn adding another black layer to her prison. The robot then forced Katie’s cocooned legs straight down, so that Katie’s body formed a straight line from head to knees. The robot then brutally forced Katie’s small feet straight up her back, so they laid flat, with the souls of her feet arching over her tape covered butt, and her toes pressed against the small of her back. Wrap after wrap was added to the bondage, each one forcing her feet flatter and flatter against her back. It was agony to maintain the position, and Katie’s muscles flexed and twisted, looking for any relief, but the tape was too strong, and resisted her every movement. The cables poked out between her bound and folded limbs almost like a tail or an umbilical cord.

When her entire lower body had been completely mummified, the robot once again began wrapping at her waist. It was here that the robot pulled its tightest, over and over again, using the tape as some sort of sick sadistic corset Katie was sure that was her idea as well. Every wrap of the tape was pulled taut, and then when applied to Katie’s shrinking waist, it contracted squeezing more and more. Katie’s already laboured breathing was getting harder and harder to do, as the tape contracted against her diaphragm. Higher and higher the tape wrappings got, until it finally reached the base of her amazing tits. The robot wrapped tightly all around them. Above and below the breasts, then between them, over and over again. Then finally tightly over her two bulging orbs. After many more wraps, her shoulders were encased in the black horror, and the robot stopped for a second. From the base of Katie’s throat, to the ends of her knees was now one featureless black surface the layers of tape already bonding and shrinking as the robot applied mild heat.

The robot then pressed Katie’s bound arms as hard as it could to her wrapped body, and began applying another long wrapping session. Katie’s bound fists were taped to her pointed wrapped feet, her elbows fused to the small of her back, her upper arms becoming encased with her back. More and more wrappings, up and down the body followed. Katie was completely without meaningful movement now, except for her tear streaked head and neck. Thought her creation was effective no woman stood a chance against it.

"Will it ever stop how much did I program into it?" Katie asked herself. Every time it seemed that she had reached a point where the robot should be finished, when Katie thought that another wrap would do nothing to add to her inescapable bondage, the robot would start wrapping again. And despite Katie’s assumptions that more tape would not matter, each wrapping further, somehow, made her dense prison even tighter.

Finally, the spider robot snipped off a final length of tape at Katie’s shoulder, making sure to take a while to smooth it in perfectly. It did not like seeing even a hint of an end to the tape which would soon merge invisibly into the rest of the cocoon which was carefully becoming one smooth flawless prison.. 

The robot produced a very thin, but very strong neck brace from an internal fabricator. The Machine showed Kate a tapered length of black plastic. The spider robot opened it wide, and slid it around Katie’s delicate neck. The machine then closed it .It clicked close like a gaiant plastic zip tie, closing tighter and tighter. If forced Katie’s chin up and her head slightly back. It was tight, but not so much that it choked her. It was also amazingly thin, perhaps 3 millimetres thick. It flowed over her graceful neck like it had been poured onto her. Katie found that she could no longer move her head from side to side or up and down much at all. One or two millimetres in any direction it had actually made the neck corset from a fabricator inside the robot. 

The robot inserted some sort of tube into the front of the gag there was a sound like a pump. Katie’s muffled mews, turned to grunts, and finally panicked humming. Still the pumping continued, and the mass grew bigger. It forced her jaws wider and wider. Her cheeks puffed out, jamming into the gag straps that crossed them. Her jaw could not open any more because of the strap under her chin, but still the Machine kept pumping. The gag filled ever corner, every crevice of her painfully, fully distended mouth. The robot removed the tube from the front of the gag.

The robot reached out with one claw, and plugged Katie’s snorting nostrils, preventing her from breathing. Katie panicked, and tried to breath in through her mouth. To her amazement, she could feel air coming through the centre of the gag, and into her lungs. There was a small air tube running through the centre of the gag. She remembered the design it was safe but not pleasant. Katie wanted to scream, to cry, to do something, but it was all she could do to breath. Slowly in, slowly out. The Machine then released Katie’s nostrils, and Katie sucked in a full breath again through them. The machine continued, tape began wrapping itself around Katie’s plastic protected neck.

Much like the mummification of the body, the robot took care with every wrap, making sure that the tension was at its highest as each layer was laid down. Up the neck the roll came, then when the robot reached the chin, it began wrapping from under the chin to over her head. This had the effect of clamping Katie’s poor jaws down harder on the inflexible gag. Around and around the wrapping went, with each turn Katie could see the tape uncoiling inches from her face. When her chin was completely encase, the wrapping began again in the more traditional style. Over the mass of the gag in her mouth, carefully avoiding the tiny air tube, and also a connection point where something would attach. Then over her upper lip....up to the bottom of her nose. The machine had something like an ear plug. then shoved it up Katie’s left nostril. It filled it completely. it did the same thing to the other nostril, closing it off as well. Katie desperately sucked in air through her tiny hole in the gag, an almost imperceptible whistle accompanying each desperate breath.

Over Katie’s now plugged nose the wrappings continued, until just below Katie’s panic and tear filled eyes. The Machine skipped over them for the moment, and finished off the mummification to the top of her head. Now the only parts of Katie that showed, were her deep blue, pleading eyes.

The Machine very carefully put a pad over Katie’s left eye. it pushed it into the socket, covering every bit of it. The machine applied a small bits of tape, over the pad covered eye, melding it with the rest of the cocooning. The machine shoved the last pad over Katie’s fear stricken right eye. More tape held it in place, and then more whole head wrappings followed. Up to the top of the head, then all the way back down to the bottom of the neck, then back up again, carefully laying layer after layer over the poor girls head.

Finally, it was done. Katie was unrecognizable as a person, except for the black covered tits that made bulging mountains on her body of jet black. The robot connected the cathater and the plug to devices inside the wall of the cell. Katie felt her world explode inside her. Electric shocks filled her ass; this was followed by the giant plug in her lurching to life, creating vibrations through her entire mid section. Katie screamed into her gag, unable to take this latest horror being inflicted on her. The robot gently put Katie’s head back on the ground. The once beautiful young woman now looked like a featureless sculpture made out of black rubber. The spider robot attached a water / food hose to the gag slowly drip feeding Katie in horror she realised the machine could keep her like this for weeks months? Then the first enema strucka dn she cunvolsed in her bonds. The robot job done curled itself up around Katie as a second layer of restraint three arms holding onto her floded legs an arm around her waist one around her kneck and one holding her arms. Two of the robot arms tightly grasped her breasts and started to slowly kneed them the robot slowly grew tighter around her and remained in  this semmi dormant state rather than turning into a harmless looking ball.

Katie Vermont was trapped in the most horrific, tight bondage imaginable. She could not see, or move, or even make a sound beyond soft moans deep in her chest. The plug inside her was alternating between horrible shocks, cruel enema’s and then forcing her unwilling body to spring to life with tantilizing vibrations. With her large round breasts being massarged in time with the vibrations Was she never going to be released? Another shock.... more panicked, frenzied and hopeless struggling. More questions as the heated tape continued to slowly tighten melding fusing into a single tight cocoon, and the plug continued its torture. Katie screamed again in her helplessness. She had designed every part of this to take a strong willed patient and break them down piece by piece now it was her fate. No one in the world heard not even the spider robot wraped around her. Then she remembered it was programmed not to let her orgasam it would continue to torment her but never let her come she screamed into the inhuman gag again to no avail


